OUQ �EQVICE INCLUDM>
• Washing, Peeling and soap massage
• Lockable changing rooms
• Towel (pestamal) wrap for men
• Bra & Shorts for women
• Slippers (takunya)
• The entire hamam experience will last about 60 to 90 minutes.
You can pay with Turkish Lira, Euro and Dollars.

PER PERSON

40

EURO

HI�'lDRY
The Suleymaniye Hamam was designed and built between 1550 and 1557
by Sinan. He made over four hundred buildings during his lifetime, the
hamam being one of the most famous. Sinan was also the architect of the
Suleymaniye Mosque.
Our hamam is over 450 years old and was visited many times by the
Suleyman Sultan. The sultan always preferred to situate himself in the
same corner of the hamam.

�TQUCrIO�
You may change your clothes and keep them locked in one of our dressing
rooms. There, we provide women with a bikini and shorts and men with
a bath towel. The key to your private dressing room will remain on your
wrist at all times while you enjoy the hamam.
Our hamam is mixed, serving both men and women simultaneously.

THE PLEASURE HAMAM IN Two &ECrION

1. You will first be able to enjoy the hot room, where you will lie on a
hot marble slab in the center of the room for about 40 minutes. This will
allow your body to sweat and release toxins. If you have any health problems
that we should be aware of, kindly inform us before entering the hamam.
After your time on the marble slab, our specialized staff will call you by
your hotel name and proceed to give you a body exfoliation (peeling)
followed by a soap massage and washing service. We work only with male
masseurs at this hamam.
2. A member of our staff will dry you off in a specialized way after you
are washed. After drying off, you can rest in another room where you can
relax and enjoy a drink for an extra charge. You will be able to pay for
your drinks upon exiting the hamam.
* It is not allowed to take pictures at the washing area.
* There is no money back.

